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## Abstract
The participation of women in political affairs consider as one of the most controversial issues which confronted the political systems not in Arabic World, but in International level also. Needless to say that Iraqi woman were participating in political affairs since 1950s yet her participation limited upon civil institutions, administration, financial, but did not include the first rank of decision making process.

After 2003 many legislative codes inaugurated the female representative by 25% in the parliament and cabinet. The topic area of that’s dissertation dealing with lake of Women’s participation in the political life that’s lake caused by many reasons. The dissertation based upon many hypothesis first of all the Iraqi woman have a good level of political knowledge. The role of political parties in awaking the political conscious for women had a play a crucial role in political participation for women in Iraq. Also the study pointed out to lake of partial political participation for women, the are many self restrictions and intellectual heritage especially dealing with patriarch values which limited the role of women in political participation.

The researcher classified that’s dissertation into four chapters first of all dealing with partisan political...
participation and nature of Iraqi society, it's argued the means which achieved the political participation also argued the traditions of society and its influence upon woman.

In second chapter the researcher treat the relations between women and political process after 2003 duties of political parties by the third chapter its had been focused upon methods of study and its procedures, while the fourth chapter dealing with outcomes of study and assumptions.